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founders note

There’s a runner in everyone, some realise it early and some a little late. But some need to be reminded of it.

Strides - The First Mile, the first edition will give readers, the right insights of long distance running and it’s relevance to fitness, which
I believe will kindle the runner in everyone.
As a founding member of Tower Twisters, it gives me immense pleasure in penning down our journey thus far on behalf of the rest
of the founding members.
It all started way back in 2014 when after failing to find a Anna Nagar running group after few runs with other CR Chapters, a few
Face book posts later in Chennai Runner FB, grouped a bunch of like minded individuals, and behold, CR Tower Twisters was born
on April 2nd 2014 with 13 folks for the first day run and 1 more joining at the end of the run.
Although 13 sounds unlucky as in last supper, it was the luckiest number for Tower Twisters. What was once a dream for us, kick
started with 13 and has now grown to 200+ in 3 years.
Tower Twisters - Tower represents Anna Nagar and Twisters - rotation of hip using abs muscle to propel the legs, a method of chi
running as suggested by Mr.Venugopalan, nick named “encyclopaedia of running” by Chennai Runners.
Credit for this growth goes to the entire TT family and in particular to the initial team which worked hand in hand brushing aside
differences and supporting each other in promoting this initiative selflessly.
Twisters are now a hood of multifaceted fitness enthusiasts across all ages starting from 16 to 72 with women complementing more
than 50%. The hood is open for all irrespective of age and size. Even though we focus primarily on long distance running we also
encourage / lay emphasis on cross training such as Cycling, Yoga and Body weight strength training.
It is indeed emotionally rewarding to see ourselves cross barriers and achieve what we are today with many full marathoners, triathletes, brevets and ultra marathoners. Our heart beams with pride to say that our members of the hood have even won accolades in
many events held across the country.
It is our vision to spread the joy of running and fitness to as many people as possible thereby carry forward the motto of Chennai
Runners and Tower Twisters in making the city and India healthier in future.
Strides is an initiative to achieve our quest for running and fitness. The First Mile gives us a platform to share our experiences to
folks who are on the anvil of fitness yet waiting to be forged with proper guidance.
A lot of thought, time and experience has gone into this edition and we are sure it will help you get out of your sedentary life and start
running/ become active. Strides is yet another appeal, a reminder, that we exist in your own neighborhood with gates open 24×7.
As our great leaders say....
Kingdoms are won with battles
But
Empires are forged with alliances
Come…
let us forge an empire of runners.
let us forge an empire of fitness enthusiasts.
let us forge an empire called Twisterhood.
Wish you all happy running and fitness!
Vikram. M
Team TT
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editor’s message
Thank you for picking up the first issue of Strides Magazine
Tower Twisters, one of the largest chapters of Chennai Runners, founded
in April 2014, by a small group of fitness enthusiasts, has now emerged
as paramount running and fitness cluster. Fondly known as “TT” or
‘Twisterhood’ is a bond shared by the Tower Twisters, an incredible group
of people, irrespective of their age.
On the occasion of our 3rd anniversary celebrations, we dedicate our first
edition, The First Mile, to each and everyone, keeping in mind, fitness –
the ultimate need of the hour. We aspire everyone to walk in the pursuit
of one’s own fitness path. In that sense we have come out with a treatise
that is not just inspiring and motivating, but that which provides expert
views on multifarious aspects of the fitness world.
Charumathy Gopalan

For the novices out there, we have a write up which explains the role of
physical fitness, for an energetic and wholesome life.
We have a patron among us, with an interactive article that clears
premonitions on running. Running is not just a physical activity; the mind
plays a major role in helping the body, which in turn, assists to achieve
everything in life.

CREDITS
Editor-In-Chief:
Charumathy Gopalan
Editorial Team: Haritha,
Gokul, Roop, Jayashree
Design: Ramya and
eParampara Technologies
Photographs: Dhinoo

As a part of acknowledging womanhood, we have devoted an article
especially for the betterment of their good health, the concerns they face
and how to overcome them. The mechanism of how nourishment has to
be done while pioneering to run is aptly portrayed by our active member,
assisting people to work on healthy eating habits.
Technology has connected the world and we have a witty article that
zealously puts in the eventuality of modernisation. The perks of cross
training mentioned, emphasizes the curiosity in diverse fitness activities.
As a living example, our member has shared his experiences on how being
agile is possible post retirement.
Amongst us is a diligent athlete who has penned down her journey with
Tower Twisters, which explicates her determination. One of our articles
also inspires you with some inputs on cycling by Brevets. Finally, some
beginners have shared the role of Tower Twisters, as their first stepping
stone in the journey of fitness.
Hope our magazine bestows cognizance and mindfulness for a Happy
Healthy Life!
Go ahead, read and become a part of the TWISTERHOOD!
Stay Fit & Stay Healthy!
Charumathy Gopalan
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Meet the writers
PREETI AGHALAYAM
A professor in Chemical Engineering at
IIT Madras. She is an avid runner and
was the President of Chennai Runners
during 2014-2016.

ANUPAMA MOHANRAM
An architect by profession who has
a passion for long distance running.
She has run various race distances
starting from a 5km to a full marathon,
her best timings so far are 4 hours 39
minutes for a full marathon and just
under 2 hours for a half marathon.

GOKUL PRASAD
A retired naval officer from the Indian
Navy, was a regular cross country
runner. Started running long distances
after joining the twisters in Nov 2015,
has now graduated to half marathons.
Says he has experienced a paradigm
shift in his running abilities and the
way he looked at running after he
started using Garmin.

MEENAKSHI GOPINATH
An amateur runner and a mother
of two, who aspires to conquer
challenges and scale greater heights.

DR. VIJAY KUMAR
Paediatrician by profession and a
runner by passion.

MAHESH MOHANAN
An entrepreneur who began
running 3 years ago after joining
Tower Twisters , interested in
participating various marathon
events and runs for his fitness as
well as for the fun of it.

JEYARAM
Born and brought up in a village
with no road or bus connectivity,
walked 10km everyday for his
schooling and graduation. And
that made him a multisport
activist post his retirement.

VENUGOPALAN
ARUNACHALAM
The youngest member of Tower
Twisters.

SHANTHINI CHARI
Homemaker, and a mother of
two. She took up running as a
challenge and started training
for it. She attended a workshop
for an injury free run and from
a person who hated the very
thought of running, she ended
up becoming a passionate
runner. Now she does 21K &
10K with minimal efforts.
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Women Rule The Roost
Preethi

A random browse of sportswear stores in the city is telling.
Just a few years ago, the selection of clothes and shoes
catered entirely to a male clientele. Now, vibrant pink and
purple shirts peek at us invitingly from shelves. Teal blue sports
bras in that corner, shoes with orange soles, specially made
with women’s feet in mind, tempt us over there. The message
is strong and clear – maybe not in other sports as much – but
in long distance running, women rule the roost!
Statistics of World Major Marathons point towards a huge
increase in the percentage of women participants and
finishers. Some of the most challenging endurance events
across the globe have a regular crowd of women runners not
just taking part, but kicking some serious butt! 55 year old
Pam Reed for instance won (yes, won “overall” – beating out
some serious male competitors) the grueling 217Km Badwater
Ultramarathon (USA) in 2002 and 2003.
Across India and particularly in Chennai, the situation has
undergone a drastic change resulting in women participating
in huge numbers especially long distance running. The training
involved for running a marathon has increased the sheer
number of women hitting the roads on any given day.
Along with the colourful gear one gets to buy, the rapid rise
of ‘Women only’ events such as Pinkathon has encouraged
women to take up running as a major ftness activity.
While a number of youngsters are taking to the roads, middle
aged women are likely the biggest contributors. The 30s and
40s are unkind on our bodies, and Indian women can very
easily succumb to the battle of the bulge, with sedentary but
busy life-styles managing home, children, work and numerous
other commitments. Running, being such an easy activity
requiring very little preparation, is a particularly handy way to
get fit for us women!
The running movement in Chennai has grown around a very
comfortable setting where numerous neighborhood groups
have nucleated (such as the various chapters of the Chennai
Runners club), consisting of runners of all ages and calibers.
With no aggressive weather changes to worry about, the
ever-enthusiastic groups meet year around on several days of
the week. All a new entrant to the field needs to do is wake
up early, and line up at the one of the locations – whichever is
most convenient!
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“Senior” runners take newbies under their wing, imparting
their wisdom, while gently encouraging the baby birds to fly
high! And with good quality running events occurring pretty
much every Sunday in the calendar, completing a local race
and earning a shiny medal for your efforts is only a matter of
time! Motivation to wake up, to be regular and consistent, to
be reasonable in expectations and focus on oneself, is only a
snooze away! So what are you waiting for – get yourself a pair
of running shoes in your favorite color and join the fun!

Passport
to ‘Weight
LOSS’
Dr. Vijay

Nutrition is quite
often the neglected
child in the runner’s
fraternity, you can’t eat
anything you want. So let us understand how nutrition and
running bond together as a team.
The scene shifts to a running group in Chennai, it is
early in the morning and Nayan has just joined the
group. She is very keen to drop the extra inches around
her waist and get into her wedding gown, she wore
a decade ago. Braving the weather and lack of sleep,
she scans the group for some inspiration and spots a
hot looking girl in tights and before she can reach the
girl and talk to her, the run has started and Miss Hotty
pants is off to a flying start.
Well Nayan, don’t lose heart and keep on running and
one day you will run like hotty pants for sure.
Remember the movie, “Ice Age” with the cool weasel
“Buck”, you won’t forget the rules then.

Rule no 1.
Running does not give you a license to eat whatever
you want particularly if your desire to get into your
decade old wedding gown or suit. Running is known
to increase your appetite, all one needs to do is guide
it the right way. Eating right is equally important.
Refrain from dieting, being on a diet, tricks the body
metabolism to actually absorb more energy and one
10

ends up gaining weight the moment you are off dieting.
Eat healthier options such as complex carbs, proteins
and good fat. The menu for healthy food consists of
Brown or unpolished rice, whole wheat chappatis,
whole wheat bread, alternative cereals like Ragi and
jowar, plenty of pulses as in sambar, idlis, sundal, etc
and one can have a dash of good fat as coconut oil,
ghee and nuts.

Rule no 2.
What to avoid?, trans fats are one of the biggest
culprits for weight gain. Greasy stuff like vadais,
samosas, pizzas, burgers, oily chips are best banished
to the garbage can. Similarly pure sugars and sugar
rich delicacies as cakes, cokes and laddoos are better
left alone. One can have an occasional day off once a
month, but as a thumb rule, healthy home made Indian
food is irreplaceable.
Nayan, who has recently joined a running group,
however says she always eats healthy and why is
she still overweight?. Running is a sure shot solution
towards weight loss, even lots of runners have popped

this question “I have been running

for some years now, why am I
not loosing weight? This raises

more questions about the runners
schedule, the lifestyle including
food intake, professional issues,
stress managemnt and so on. Let
us bite one kadala mittai (healthy
snack) at a time. Being regular for
runs is always a sure winner, the
more regular you are, more are the
chances of acquiring a figure like
Miss Hotty Pants.
Running slow and steady for a
longer distance without being out
of breath in a consistent manner
is the best prescription for weight
loss. Long slow distance running or
LSDs in running parlance is known
to use fat as a fuel to run and hence
the resultant weight loss.
Another interesting angle of the
weight loss puzzle is acquiring
a more toned and firmer figure
secondary to running. Running
coupled with strengthening
exercises which runners swear by
are known to replace the loose
hanging fat with body hugging
and tighter muscular tissue. For
some months, one may not be
loosing weight but getting fitter
and firmer, which is a very positive
change. Nayan would have received
lots of compliments about her
radiance and energy levels at work
and home, eventhough she has
not shed many kgs. Patience at
this point keeps Nayan running
enthusiastically with significant
weight loss in the near future.

Running is the biggest source of
feel good hormones, giving you
a high, this result into effective
stress management and in turn
helps to decrease the pro obesity
stress hormones. Lower the stress
levels, optimum is your weight.

Let us run a brief recap for Nayan to loose weight and also enjoy running.
The following bullets will hit the target.
• Be a consistent runner.
• Eat right and eat healthy.
• Avoid refined sugar and transfats.
• Persevere and avoid expectations of overnight weight loss.
• Fighting stress by running.
Running and nutrition work in tandem, during the initial days of running,
one does face plenty of temptations to have a go at junk food, but over the
years running imbibes in you the discipline to eat right.

Reset Your Health
Venugopalan

Frequently asked questions and expert answers from
Venugopalan Arunachalam, Encylopedia of running
Q: As I was advised, If I take to running,
will my knees get damaged?
A: This is the greatest threat and a
wrong perception imposed by non
runners which can keep the budding
runners away from roads. Any joint,
particularly the knee is likely to get
damaged due to non use than over use.
As long as you bend (flex) the knees and
run your knee joints are safe. Trouble
arises only when you land in front of
your hip with locked knee, as you would
do while walking.
Q: To beat the heat, you people wake
up at the unearthly time of 4 am in the
morning and run. I have to work for a
living, won’t I feel sleepy and lethargic
at my work?
A: You can run at any time during the
day most convenient to your working
conditions. But best health benefits
are obtained if you run during the early
morning hours. You can go to bed as
early as possible with early dinner
avoiding computer, TV, chatting and
other electronic gadgets. In worst
case, after your run, have a bath and
breakfast, doze off for a short nap,
sitting on a chair or sofa.
Q: I feel very hungry during my run and
get fatigued easily, what should I eat?
A: It is not a good idea to run in empty
stomach, you should have something
solid as soon as you brush your teeth.
Bread, fruits, egg, porridge, cooked rice
soaked overnight, rice flakes, soaked
cereals overnight, or roti whatever is
readily available to you.
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Q: I cannot run more than 100 metres
continuously, how to overcome this
deficiency?
A: This is the single most difficulty
faced by most of the newbie’s. Even
experienced runners, after a long
absence from running, for one reason
or the other face the same problem.
The mistake that is often being done is,
the tendency to run too fast for one’s
present state of fitness. One should
take caution to jog very slowly with a
comfortable pace to begin with. Later
continue to check how long the jogging
can be sustained. This way, with a run/
walk pattern one should be able to
cover the distances that they desire. But
remember, there is no short cut and
one cannot and should not compare
with others.
Q: I am very heavily built can I attempt
running, if yes how to go about it?
A: Yes, it is possible to run even if you
are heavily built.. If you could lean from
the ankle without bending at the hips,
you can take advantage of the pull of
the Gravity to assist you in running by
taking shorter steps.
Q: Is it safe for women to run very early
in the morning, how to overcome the
initial inhibition. Can you suggest the
inner and outer wears?
A: By and large, it is safer for women
to run early in the morning ,especially
in metropolitan cities. It is better to
avoid the risks, by running together as a
group and not wearing gold ornaments
(if it must be worn, concealed in running

garments) or carrying mobiles in hand.
To overcome your inhibition it is always
better to start running with other
women who are already into running.
If public roads are your concern, public
parks are always a better option to
overcome your inhibition. As for the
running attire, any ethnic dress is good
enough. Nowadays varieties of running
apparels and inner garments are
available either at retail stores or online.
Q: What type of shoes we should be
using?
A: To be honest shoes are not essential
to run, in fact you can run better and
injury free if you run barefoot. But for
obvious reasons it is not preferred.
The next best option is to go for
minimalistic cushioned shoes, which is
both lighter in weight and flexible along
the length and breadth. As opposed to
walking shoes, running shoes should be
of lesser heel height and cushioned in
the front portion to avoid heel striking.
For long distance running, it is also
essential that you go for one shoe size
more than your normal size in order to
take care of swelling of the foot due to
increased blood flow.

Q: I hear people talking about carb
loading, protein intake etc, is there any
nutrition plan I have to follow if I start
running?
A: Strictly speaking, when you start
running for the first time, it really is
not an issue at all. In all probability you
are eating more than what is necessary
for the inactive lifestyle and have
accumulated excess fat. So mostly you
will be burning those fat away. Only
precaution that you should be taking
is that, you should not be running or
doing a strength workout on an empty
stomach. Once you graduate to really
long distances you can learn more
about taking adequate protein like non
vegetarian products , dairy products
and cereals.

At times, I notice blood stains on the
T-shirt near the chest. Why does this
happen?
A: This is caused by the rubbing of
rough T-shirt fabric over the sensitive
and tender skin in the presence of
sweat and is referred as chafing. This
can be avoided by liberal application
of petroleum jelly or sticking adhesive
tapes.
Q: Boredom sets into me when I run
alone. With many questions on my
mind I am unable to keep up same pace

all the time. How to overcome this
problem?
A: Running is an individual event, as far
as the person involved is concerned.
But when it comes to training for
participation in a race, it becomes a
team sport. Each member of the team
share their experiences and train
together, motivating and supporting
each other through expert guidance.
Tower Twisters, as a chapter of Chennai
Runners, are providing this support to
people in and around Anna Nagar.

Q: Is there any strength training I
should be doing, if yes what are they?
A: If you are into running ,purely for
endurance, strength training is not
essential. But for a healthy lifestyle,
endurance, strength and flexibility are
equally important. Once you take to
running it is impossible that you will
not show case it, you are bound to take
part in running events, and there never
is any shortage of it. There comes an
eagerness to prove you run faster ,than
the one who runs along with you at
your pace. This puts you in the danger
of getting injured. Strength training
comes to your help, in fact you have to
put more effort on strengthening your
running muscles than improving your
endurance by running longer.
Q: I have already joined a gym . Should
I do separate strength training? Can I
mix running and gym workout on the
same day?
A: If you have already joined a gym, it
is really not necessary to do separate
strength workout provided, you
concentrate on running muscles too,
such as inner and outer calf, inner and
outer thighs as well as the glutes.
Q: During some days, after the run
I get burning sensation on my chest.
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One fine Saturday, as usual we all were getting ready to run. I
Gokul

The Devil
Wears
GARMIN

happened to ask one of the runners “How much are you planning to
run today?” He promptly replied

“I shall be doing 20 Z1, 20 Z2, 15 Z3, 5 Z4 total 1 hr followed by 7
Z1 for CD………..”
I was like…..“WHAAAAATTT?”
He gave me a blank look. I am no astronomer, I can live with that. Did
you understand that?
If No, you ain’t there yet. If YES, you are a DEVIL who wears a GPS
watch.
It is an undeniable truth that running as a sport has changed/
evolved ever since the invention of GPS technology. Is it an added
advantage for a runner who wears one of those during a race? Or is
it really a disadvantage for a runner who doesn’t care to wear one?
Contentious. Is it a boon or bane? Responses vary.
Here is my perspective.
Pheidippides, a greeksoldier, ran approximately 25 miles from
a battlefield near the town of Marathon, Greece, to Athens to
announce the defeat of the Persians to some anxious Athenians in
490 B.C. It is said that he ran the entire distance without stopping
and burst into the assembly, exclaiming “we have won!”,before
collapsing and dying. This run of his, commemorated the world’s first
marathon which followed suite.
Now, imagine the soldier was wearing a GPS watch with a HRM
(Heart Rate Monitor) and we assume he had the knowledge of
various zones. Hypothetical? Yes. But let us just imagine.
> He would have had the knowledge of the exact distance he is
about to run and could have paced himself accordingly.
> May be he would have noticed during his run that he is speeding up
too fast and working his heart overtime, which would have resulted
in a beeeeeeepp from his watch thereby cautioning him to slow
down.
Results: He would have lived to narrate the story of his run and
the “we have won!” message would have been delivered tad late.
Unfortunately he didn’t have one of those jewels to wear. But
if not for his death, we wouldn’t have realized the capacity of the
human body, we wouldn’t have been calling our marathons as
“MARATHONS”. Who knows, may be nobody would have even
thought of running that entire grueling distance of 42.195 kms
and beyond. The phrase Runner’s High wouldn’t have been possibly
phrased.
So is it a Boon or Bane? – Modern Times
It helps you track/map your run and is handy. It helps you analyse
your run thereby highlighting how good or bad you have been
performing. It helps you set targets and follow training routine for
the same. It beeps you to stop or slow down if your heart rate jumps
beyond limits – life saver isn’t it. Everything sounds advantageous
but there are certain limitations as well.
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People tend to push themselves beyond limits. People want to see
that fancy number on their screens at all costs. I have noticed runners
peeping at the readings every minute to check on the stats missing to
notice potholes and get injured, some ignore to wish/smile at other
runners, some get carried away and forget to notice that they have
trickled to the middle of the traffic. They are staring at the road but
their minds glued on to the watch anxiously waiting to hear the beep.
Aren’t we risking ourselves?
When you run without the GPS watch, you are aware of your
surroundings, you appreciate nature better, you enjoy the caress of
fresh air on your sweat trickling face, you smile at other non running
regulars like milk man, newspaper boy, who could be of help during
difficult situations. You are not racing against time and not bothered
how much you ran until others tell you; you are not bothered how
fast you ran because you are contended that you RAN. I have
witnessed people shunning their GPS watch and performing better
during races.
The modern day runners are getting addicted to this technology and
every day they set foot on the roads to run, the devil inside says “let
me see if I can beat my previous timing”. Maybe a good thing, maybe
not. They all want to let-go of the watch one day and run but the
devil inside doesn’t let them do so.

Having said that, it could be a life saver for many. People with
cardiac issues can monitor their heart and at the same time enjoy
the benefits of running sans jeopardizing their health. Remember,
it could have saved Pheidippides. One cannot deny the fact that it
has helped many runners improve their quality of runs by getting the
beast out of them which otherwise wouldn’t have come to light.
In a nutshell, technology should be judiciously used for training
purposes. There is a devil inside every runner and it wants to get the
beast out of them every time. One should know how to suppress the
devil when necessary and keep the beast at bay. Wait for the right
time and don’t go for it every single time. Mark some days of your
training calendar for runs without the watch, credit your body.
Dear Fellow Runners,
Next time when you step out for a run - you know you had a tough run
yesterday – somewhere inside you feel you could have done better and
deliberately want to crack that record – not yet my friend, not yet.
Remember - The Devil Wears Garmin
Yours Garminly,
Gokul

Meenakshi

Train Hard,
Fight Easy
My journey as a runner began in April 2015. As I

accompanied my husband for a walk every morning in
Anna nagar, I would see this cheerful group of runners
assemble for post run pictures and selfies outside
Bougainvillea Park. Their energy and enthusiasm was
infectious; the group camaraderie appealing. A good
friend of mine, was already a part of Tower Twisters,
and she encouraged me to join many a time. I was
however reluctant, as I was neither an athlete in school,
nor had an impressive sports background that I could
boast of. I wasn’t even sure I would be able to run a few
kms nonstop.
Being a 35 year old mother of two grown up boys, I
was unsure if I had it in me to be a runner. But…aware
of my dog mindedness to achieve what I set out to,
I decided to give running a shot. My basic level of
fitness was fairly good, thanks to dabbling in aerobics
and practising yoga to shed 27kgs of post pregnancy
weight.
I decided to try and see if I could run a few kms. I ran
slowly and steadily by myself, and managed to cover
4km without too much difficulty. Then, I decided to join
Tower Twisters. I joined the TT family in the first week
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of April. I did 2 runs of 5 Kms with the group before
Pinkathon that was due to take place in two weeks. I
had absolutely no idea about activity trackers, pace,
time, GPS watches etc. I did not even know what the
term “PB” meant.
I surprised myself by winning the third place in
Pinkathon. This felt absolutely fantastic, and TT
encouraged me to take this forward. I eventually joined
the team for strengthening sessions and regular runs,
under the tutelage of Venu sir and other seasoned
runners in the group. The strength sessions conducted
by Reebok Running Squad have helped rev up my
engine and power my muscles for near optimum
performance.
Later I started working towards improving my 10K
timing, not by professional training but organised
training with fellow Tower Twisters, by way of hill runs,
speed intervals, Indian relays, tempos and long distance
runs for improved endurance. I was all set to hit my PB
for Wipro 2015, but destiny had other plans. I pushed
too hard and ended up not completing my race. I also
developed a minor injury that forced me to stay off the
road for an entire month. The lesson learnt here is to

push but not to the extent of compromising on health and
physical wellbeing. Determined to get back, I worked
again on my strength and runs, frustratingly suffered
a setback or two yet again. With determination, mind
rules over body, I bounced back, and managed to
deliver a good performance in TCS and DRHM 10k.
Persuaded by the TT coordinator again, I decided to
work towards my maiden half marathon. I gradually
increased weekly mileage, worked harder on strength,
speed and endurance; began cross training by way of
cycling and swimming. I challenged myself to run and
keep pace with accomplished male runners in TT. All
of this helped me successfully complete my maiden
half marathon at TWCM in Jan ’17 within 2 hours.
Empowered by a satisfactory maiden HM performance,
I went on to complete my maiden 100km on the saddle.
Since I already led a fairly disciplined lifestyle with
not many late nights and parties, I didn’t really have
to make a huge lifestyle change to support my fitness
schedule. Time management is essential for both,
working people and homemakers like me. I make it a
point to be back home post runs and workout, to get
my kids and kitchen up and going. That doesn’t mean
I miss the post workout chats over coffee. I make time
for that too. Cycling, swimming and yoga are additional
activities that I manage without letting them interfere
with my responsibilities at home. Thanks to good
domestic help, I manage to organize things at home the
previous day, before I head out for a race next morning.
A short powernap any convenient time of the day also
does wonders to boost energy levels. Late nights were
never my cuppa, but I do socialize very occasionally
during the week and late nights are reserved for
weekends. Early dinner and going to bed in time, keeps
me refreshed and rejuvenated to take on the challenges
of the following day. Mind over body is true, no matter
what time one gets back, the urge sets in to get off the
bed before the alarm comes on.

at 5, has now become actively involved in fitness too.
Gopi has found his second love in cycling, conquering
miles with smiles. My boys…aged 10 and 14, are also
actively involved in fitness. My older son plays tennis,
and the little one is training to get his junior karate
blackbelt. My mom, who is fit and fabulous at 58, is
yet another inspiration to me. My Dad In law, my aunt
Sailakshmi (also a runner) and other family members
have also been invincible pillars of strength. Everytime
I return home with a podium finish, I cherish the
excitement on my 81 year old dad in law’s face. He
will take my momento and place it in the Pooja room,
offering thanks to God. Whether or not I remember to
visit the temple before a race, he will.
It is this kind of wonderful support from family and
well-wishers that spurs women like me to give nothing
but the very best….. to strive not to be just a finisher…..
but a performer!

As a woman pushing 40, competing with girls half my
age in open female category, I only feel encouraged to
challenge my limits and reach for the sky. Juggling home,
kids and family has been smooth sailing so far, thanks
to my husband Gopinath, who has patiently stood by
me through my victories and defeats, my highs and
lows, my laughter and tears. A person who used to
make fun of me waking up at 4am to head out for a run
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Mahesh

Running... Really!!!?
What are you running from? Are
dogs chasing you?
Are you okay? Midlife crisis eh?
Are you crazy!!!?
These are questions that you will be bombarded with, when
you decide to...well, do something that friends and relatives
who have known you all your life, cannot associate you
with. Especially when that “something” happens to be
waking up at 4.30AM every day and running with a group
of “crazy” people. Sleeping on time to wake up really early,
actually waking up when the alarm rings and getting out of
home at that “unholy” hour are some barriers that discourage
most people from taking up such activity. You might be
surprised that these obstacles don’t go away.

help sustain the activity are the obvious health benefits that
you will experience. In my case, it helped control sugar
levels, hypertension and cholesterol, apart from keeping me
active throughout the day and having more energy to do
more of anything. More importantly, it is relatively one of the
most economic fitness options and the most economic if you
choose to run barefoot. The group will keep you motivated
to race towards your fitness goals and also exponentially
expand your social circle, especially if you’re the kind who is
concerned about the number of FB and Instagram “likes”.

Happy running!

I still fight these, even after nearly three years since I started.
However, what I would like to address here is a rather
specific problem that discouraged me for a very long time in
taking up any fitness activity and I’m sure is common with a
majority of people like me - obese and out of shape. To a
certain extent, this might also apply to others who aren’t. The
problem is that exercise is challenging, especially for people
who have spent years leading a sedentary life. To make things
worse it is close to impossible to get your body up to speed
with the demands of such activity, to achieve weight loss
or other performance goals that one may set, within a few
weeks. This can be quite frustrating which leads to quitting
the activity altogether. It is impossible to sustain any
physical activity without PATIENCE. More importantly, there
might be feelings and emotions that prevent you from getting
into and potentially impair development of exercise as a habit.
“I don’t think I can do this” or “People are staring/laughing
at me” or “I’ve always been like this; why change now?” are
some of the many thoughts that play a far greater role in
making the decision to get into and later, sustain any physical
activity. Though this applies to any physical activity, it applies
much more to road running, especially when you’re running
with a group in the dark in neon outfits.
To a very large extent the above issues will be addressed
when you start running with a group. However, what will
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Running
Hacks
• Invest in the right pair of running
shoes - A good pair of running shoes
should last you 700 to 800 kms and
is one of the most critical purchases
you will make.
• Go for distance rather than time slow it down, be patient, and don’t
worry about your pace.
• Remember that rest days are training
days, too.
• Join a running group. Though you
should do some solo runs, there
are many benefits to running with a
group.
• Make running a habit, even if that
means getting out for a few minutes
per day. Figure out what motivates
you to lace up and get out of the
door
• Listen to the rumbling “If you feel
like eating, eat. Let your body tell you
what it wants.
• Build mileage gradually
• Don’t dread taking walk breaks. In
fact, slowing down can actually build
strength and endurance to benefit
your running.
• Keep a training log. Keeping a journal
can become your best tool for success.
• Mix in cross training to supplement
your running. Choose Cycling, Swimming, Gymming etc.,
• Set small, achievable goals. Break
down your aspirations into daily,
weekly, and monthly goals.
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• Relax to the max “When running, let
your jaw hang loose, don’t bunch up
your shoulders close to your ears,
and occasionally shake out your
hands and arms to stay relaxed.”
• Follow Road Rule - “Running against
traffic allows the runner to be in
command. Anyone who is alert and
agile should be able to stay alive.
• Warm up, then stretch “Try some
light jogging or walking before you
stretch, or stretch after you run.
Stretching ‘cold’ muscles can cause
more harm than good.
• Remember that you are a runner.
• Whenever you’re in doubt, remember these wise words “I often hear
someone say I’m not a real runner.
We are all runners, some just run
faster than others. We never met a
fake runner
• Accept the challenge “Everyone is an
athlete. But some of us are training,
and some of us are not.”

• Listen to your body “Your body is
always trying to tell you where you
are. Beware when you become tired
and restless, when you lose interest
in workouts and approach them as a
chore rather than a pleasure.”
• Ease it back “After a run, don’t rush
back into life. Take a few minutes to
walk, stretch, relax and meditate.”
• Don’t force the tissue “Overly
aggressive stretching can actually
increase your injury risk.” –
• Go steady “Day to day consistency
is more important than big mileage.
Then you’re never shot the next
day.”

Don’t run away from
sleep problems
Runners and sportsmen are always focused on ensuring their best
performance every time, all the time. This often entails long hours
of practice and compromised sleep patterns. A good night’s sleep
is essential for a good day and a brief reality check on your sleep
wellness would go a long way.
•
•
•
•

Do you feel your sleep is adequate?
Do you wake up not feeling fresh?
Do you feel fatigued or sleepy during the day?
Is your sleep pattern fragmented? (i.e do you wake up several
times at night?)
• Are you told that you snore?
If you answered yes to any of the above it would be best to discuss
your issues with a specialist.
How much sleep is good enough?
Medical research confirms that average sleep time in early 1900s
was approximately 8-9 hours, in mid 20th century around 7-7.5
hours and reduced to only 6-6.5 hours in the 21st Century!
Although there may be significant variation in what individuals
consider adequate sleep, average adult’s requirement is 6 to 8
hours. With changing lifestyle, all of us have prolonged travel time
and work hours and unfortunately stretch further by carrying work
home. This affects not only our sleep time but overall health and
wellness.
Why is sleep important?
Sleep impacts various physiological processes in our body and is not
just a time to rest. Insufficient sleep may, therefore, have various
ill effects on our health. We add to our ‘sleep debt’ every time we
deprive ourselves of optimal sleep. Habits like ‘catching up’ over
weekend do not have the same effect as adequate sleep on a regular
basis.
Sleep deprivation has also been linked to anxiety, irritability,
memory loss, depression and other psychosocial problems.
What are some common sleep problems?
Common symptoms and problems for which Sleep Medicine
specialists are consulted include
• ‘I have trouble sleeping’ (Insomnia)
• ‘I sleep adequately but don’t feel fresh’ (Non-refreshing sleep)

• ‘I can’t sleep without sleep medications’ (Medication
dependence)
• ‘I feel tired and sleepy during the day’ (Daytime somnolence or
Hypersomnolence)
• ‘I am told that I snore and wake up sometimes with a groaning
noise and a sense of choking. Apparently, I sometimes stop
breathing which I am not aware of’ (Sleep Apnea). This is one of
the most common reasons for feeling sleepy and tired during
the day and can lead to sleeping and accidents while at work or
driving!
• ‘I sleep very late but also wake up very late’ or ‘I work night
shifts and cannot sleep during the day’ (Circadian Rhythm
Disturbances)
• ‘I feel like moving my legs and have an uncomfortable feeling.
Apparently jerk my legs a lot during sleep’ (Restless legs)
• ‘I am told I walk/talk/eat/scream/cry during sleep” (Parasomnias)
The list may appear long, but guess what? It is estimated that over
50% of adults experience sleep problems but only 5 to 10% seek
medical attention!
What are some general measures to prevent sleep problems?
Follow appropriate ‘sleep hygiene’ measures to have a better sleep
which in turn enhances good health and productivity
• Keep regular bedtime hours
• Ensure that your sleep environment is appropriate and
comfortable
• Train your mind and body to identify bed with sleep and
intimacy with bed partner
• Avoid stimulants (coffee, tea, chocolate, nicotine) for at least
4-5 hours before bedtime. Remember Alcohol may feel like it is
soothing you, but all it does is stupefying and does not provide
good quality sleep
• Avoid sleeping with a full stomach
• Be active during the day. Ensure routine exercise habits
• Use relaxation techniques and unwind before sleeping
A commitment to health and wellness should include a
commitment to good sleep. Remember sleep problems are
treatable and specialist help is available to treat the problem early
and prevent complications.

- Dr. N. Ramakrishnan
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Sole Mates
1. My Inspiration Towards Running
By - Jayashree Kidambi
I am very delighted to pen down my journey. While I
was doing self-training by getting information online, I
came across Tower Twisters on face book. I became a
part of this vibrant group, with constant motivation from
our wonderful veterans, I started running. Between my
hustle-bustle family life and waking up early to run, it
was a war between body and mind and involved a lot of
self-motivation. But once I was out on the roads nothing
could stop me from completing the task. Different
variations of workout before the sun rises, amidst many
runners is always filled with lots of positive vibes.
Now I have become addicted to running, good health
and fitness. This has not only paved a path towards
my running goals but also has motivated both my sons
towards this journey. Now I am very confident and ready
to cover more miles. Regular running, workouts and
strength sessions, along with a cup of fresh air leads to
good health and a happy family. My sincere thanks to
Tower Twisters who were my “Pillar of Strength” towards
my goal of running.

2. Forget the miles, Just remember the
glory! By - Ramesh Krishnan
My association with Tower Twisters has been a
wonderful experience. Each and every session has been
extremely enjoyable. The pressure of working late hours
until midnight was a set back to my running goals. But my
urge towards running with the group made me change
my work schedule and set my feet on the roads of the
city of Chennai. With constant support and motivation
from this vibrant group, I have become an early bird to
wake up at 4 am and set my feet on roads at 5 am.
Being with the energetic Tower Twisters I can see myself
going miles ahead . I have had a great outcome along

with good health, fitness and a cup of fresh air..
My activities on the road has now inspired my friends
and colleagues to begin their journey and fit into their
running shoes.

3. Don’t run away from challenges, Run
over them ! By - Capt. N.R. Anand
As a sailor, much of my life is spent beyond the reach
of land. My momentum towards work and changing
weather conditions across the ocean , gives very little
scope to dedicate time for fitness and running. All
motivational write ups, wonderful workout pictures on
the Tower Twisters FB page, has kept my impulse in
rolling my torch ahead, to compete with my own targets.
Now I see myself as a leader, who has inspired a few of
the crew members in taking up to running and fitness.
Energetic Tower Twisters has indeed been my strength
to sail me across the ocean of running. I am now eagerly
waiting to be a part of Tower Twisters 3rd Anniversary
Celebrations!

4. “Prevention Is Better Than Cure” So
let’s begin the journey today.!
By - Paul Diwakar
After joining TT, I got into a workout rhythm with
professional guidance from experts.. During the Super
Summer challenge, running and strength sessions were
aptly designed with wonderful strategies. The interesting
part was cycling sessions on Fridays. It was very enticing
and I took into cycling.
Due to some family emergencies, I had to hibernate
for sometime during the month of November. But with
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constant support and motivation from our veterans,
I entered TT back This got me again into my workout
rhythm which was gone with the wind . I now call upon
the newbies to be a part of this vibrant group and avail
the benefits of good health.

5. Wishing Tower twisters a happy
3rd Anniversary! Sharmilla (Zumba
Instructor, Bangalore)
My journey on road started with the first anniversary
of TT where I did my maiden 5km run . It was indeed
a wonderful running experience with all the welcoming
smiles and the motivation from veterans of TT. One will
never realise the power of running until the torch is lit
. At Tower twisters each and every one is an achiever.
Living in Bangalore, I look forward for many more
holidays to join the vibrant TT team.

6. My sincere thanks to the wonderful
team TT! By - Lakshmi Narayanan
Being a veteran cyclist, I always had the urge to get
trained for cross training. With very little practice and
mere knowledge I set my foot for TWCM.
Post TWCM, I joined TT when they conducted their
Super Summer Challenge program. That’s when I
discovered that I only had a Hand full of knowledge on
running while there’s an ocean to cross. At the end of
the challenge I was able to view running in a different
angle.
As they say, “ Practice makes a man perfect”, I hope with
practice I will able to embrace running as a habit in my
life. Came in as a newbie and in 4 just weeks I graduated
and moved out of my comfort zone.

7. I look forward to Tower Twisters 3rd
anniversary! By - Bharathwaj
After a long break of 2 years with fitness, I started my
fitness regime with Tower Twisters. It’s been a joyful
experience running with this group I feel that I have
submerged myself into running. I had a hitch in the
beginning, but with Venu sir’s expert guidance on
breathing, running posture etc.. it made my running a
smooth process. Now I got into a good rhythm of waking
up early. I have accommodated to a healthy diet plan,
which fills my day with positive vibes.
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8. I look forward to a good health and
happy Life! By - Mita
My entry began with TT summer challenge , which was
a blessing in disguise for me. I was welcomed into a
team, where the members were very encouraging and
motivating. The various challenges that our CMC’s
set everyday was very captivating. This got me into a
good rhythm of being fit and regular .This saw a great
improvement in my stamina and I was able to finish
my 7k effortlessly. This has also paved path towards
knowing many wonderful people.

9. “surround yourself around fitness
minded people, Positivity can be
contagious”! By - Ponkavitha
Nocturnal person that I was, waking up before dawn was
the biggest challenge. Well, joining Tower Twisters was
one of my wonderful decisions in my life!. From day one,
I felt energetic and positive .Exercising every morning ,
with a group of friendly and positive people is something
that I look to now a days!!! With professional and expert
guidance, I have been able to move my steps ahead in
this game of running. TT has completely transformed my
life and made running, sprinting a fun activity. What
I learnt is “surround yourself around fitness minded
people, Positivity can be contagious”!

10. I am blessed to be a part of this
group! By - Dr. Rekha Bharadwaj
Running and fitness has always been my dream!!
Perhaps, it has become true today after joining the
most vibrant group Tower Twisters. The time was apt,
when I was introduced into Tower Twisters at the time
of Summer Challenge. There laid a ray of hope when my
eyes caught a bunch of fitness freaks with so much of
commitment and dedication.
To me waking up every day at 4 am was a challenge, as
nursing my 8 month old baby took the priority. I was
so irregular to begin with and eventually missed many
sessions. But the confidence instilled in me by this
wonderful group, has helped me sneak out of the bed
every morning. By looking at the TTians geared up at
4.50 am. Especially women ranging from school bees to
working women to veterans...how brilliant they balance
the fitness and the family.
I am blessed to be a part of this group.

Happy 3rd Anniversary to all!

Shanthini

SculptYOURSELF
Heart is a muscle, it gets stronger when working hard. It improves
with all types of cardio vascular workouts. As runners, we pound our
feet on ground with every stride, so a runner gives his leg muscles
a respite while still improving his cardio vascular system by including
cross training in his workout regime. Plus there is another aspect of
muscle imbalance where too much running addresses certain muscles
at the cost of others, over time this causes problems as is seen in many
elite runners many years later. So cross training will help us do a better
injury free performance.
If you are injury prone, substitute 25% of your planned running with
cross training. And while choosing a cross training, pick an exercise
that in some way mimics running and that which uses same muscles
that are used in running. Some of the best cross training are swimming,
cycling, elliptical trainer, rowing etc. Here’s a brief about some.

Cycling
Just like running, cycling is dependent on the major muscles in the
legs. It is also a great workout for the cardio vascular system which
pays off when you are pounding the pavement on the saddle.

Elliptical trainer
It is another cross training workout to runners as it is low or no impact
workout.

Rowing

Swimming
A very good cross training activity which improves our cardio fitness
level without pressurising the muscles. Aqua workouts will help relax
muscles due to buoyancy and pressure.

Yoga
Yoga is a holistic way to good health . Runners take to yoga as it helps
improve flexibility ,builds strength and endurance. When you do yoga,
every part of the body opens up and there is a maximum flow of
blood into the muscle that’s being stretched. Some common asanas
are sarpasana,for the stomach; paschimottanasana, for the hamstrings
;Bhadrasana for hips and Tadasana for the entire body. Introduce yoga
into your workout plan and benefit immensely in all aspects of health.
Successful runners turn to cross training to help combat boredom or
to give that nagging foot injury a break. Even healthy avid runners use
some cross training as it helps lead a better injury free performance
on a race day.
Cross training can be a great way to mix-up your workouts and help
you appreciate running. You might just start looking forward to those
non running days too.
So come up with a plan and carve out special cross training days in
your weekly routine.
All the best.

Yet another cross training activity which works more on your upper
body.
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TT WORD
Across
1. Physical Remedy
2. Power To Last
3. Draw Air In And Out
4. 6mins Per Mile Eg.
5. Floor Exerciser’s
Surface
6. “Calculating” Device
7. Achilles Weak Spot
8. Human Powered
Vehicle
9. Dumbells Eg
10. Like Santaclaus
11. Horse’s Gait

Down
1. Pirate’s “Last Mile”.
2. Logo Displayer , May Be
3. No - Cal Drink
4. Cola Request From A Calorie
Watcher
5. Amino Acid Element
6. Big Lead Forward
7. Cricket Score
8. Country Path
9. Extend Over A Period
10. Wrench Without Fracture
11. Marathoner’s Measures
12. Hit The Gym
13. Underside Of The Foot
14. Well Toned
15. Players Sideliner
16. Anna Nagar Landmark

Anupama

My Stress

Buster

Long distance running- A
matter of ‘mind over matter’
I have been running long distance for the last 15 years and if
I am asked for the one reason why I continue the habit today,
my response would be “to feel good”.
Although running and/or any other intense physical activity is
mostly associated with weight loss and physical fitness, long
time followers would swear by the mental stimulation such
activities provide.
As a mother of 2, my long distance running phase started
one year after my elder daughter was born. At that time, my
primary reason to get out and run was to get some time to
myself as well as to ensure I got back to my pre-pregnancy
fitness levels. As I continued the habit, I realized the other
benefits I was reaping indirectly. Running lifted my mood and
calmed me, gave me time for clarity in thought, and ensured
all these benefits permeated to the rest of my family when
I would get back. I realized my energy levels also went up
soon after runs which helped me speed up tasks at home.
Also a stress buster, even a small running break refreshes me
enough to ensure I am back in a better mood to deal with
problems!
As a practicing architect and entrepreneur, I often find that
my most creative ideas evolve during my long runs. These
positive effects that long distance running has on the human
mind fascinates me even today.
How does this happen? Studies have shown that endorphins
and other chemicals released in the brain during such intense
physical activities result in elevated mood levels. This effect
termed the ‘runner’s high’ clearly lifts spirits leading to stress
reduction, pain relief, a sense of well-being, and relaxation.

This is the ‘look good feel good’ factor experienced at the
end of each workout where you feel you could sail through
life focusing on the big picture at hand and ignoring all those
petty problems.
I also realized over time that running indirectly ensured I was
drawn to a healthy diet in order not to jeopardize my chances
of running efficiently. This, of course, left no other choice
for the rest of my family. Although, the occasional junk food
rewards are always welcome! My sleep habits also got better
due to my effort to ensure adequate rest prior to long runs.
Cross training in another physical activity and strength
training is also important to ensure different muscles are
being worked out and overall strength and flexibility is
attained. These other modes of training also provide both
physical and mental stimulation equally.
All in all, I would definitely say that after about 15 years of
long distance running, any intense physical activity that is
made a habit generally leads one to a physically and mentally
healthy lifestyle.
An unforgettable first hand realization of how the mind takes
over during extremely intense activity was experienced by me
during my first full marathon. During the race, while the initial
part was very enjoyable, I realized after 30 kms or so, which
was my maximum training distance run before the actual
race, that it’s no longer your body (physical strength) but your
mind (will and determination) that needs to come through.
The words my mother often used to encourage me during
my school days - “where there’s a will there’s a way” – helped
me stay the course when I was contemplating stopping,
wondering why I had to go through all this pain and effort!
I had also used this race to raise funds for a juvenile home for
girls in Chennai. Just the very thought of this opportunity to
make a difference in others’ lives gave me the much-needed
boost toward the end of the race. Although I struggled through
the fag end of the race, completing the race was an exhilarating,
life changing experience which inspired me to continue running
long distances. A race which made me realize the importance of
mental strength when your physical strength is about to give up!
Intense physical activities such as long distance running
clearly prove how your body and mind are capable of working
in sync with each other in order to ensure you have the best
of both worlds and go through life smiling!
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Jeyaram

Age is but a number
How to engage oneself after retirement is the situation
faced by most of the senior citizens. When in service, I
regularly used to do walking and jogging. Motivated by my
daughter Chithra Jeyaram, a Marathon Runner in USA, I
chose running at the age of 65.

My Journey towards 50 k Ultra at the age of 67:
I was introduced to Chennai Runners and Mr. Venugopalan
was the first person I met and was lucky enough to be
trained by him for TWCM 2012. While I gained confidence
during training, I decided to attempt Half Marathon instead
of going through 10 k first and completed successfully in 2
Hrs 12 min with a Personal Best Timing. After completing
about five Half Marathons with zeal, I attempted my maiden
Full Marathon at Auroville, which I completed in 5Hrs. 23
Min. I did 5 Full Marathons in one year back and forth.
Baltimore Running Festival and Marine Corps marathon,
Washington was done along with my daughter and Son in
Law. I did SCMM, a full Marathon with my PB timing of
5Hrs.01Min., followed by DRHM in June, 50 K CTM Ultra
in September and 50 K Jawad Hill Ultra in November. I had
a break due to Hernia Surgery and was on complete rest

for 3 Months. Due to lack of practice in running, I could not
complete 75 km Jawad Hills Ultra and quit at 50 km itself.

The events in my bucket list are :The Great Wall of
China Marathon and Ladak Ultra.
Journey Towards Iron Man at the age of 68:
I got motivated towards Triathlon after seeing my younger
daughter Subathra Jeyaram doing Olympic & Half Iron
Triathlon. I did my maiden Olympic Triathlon (1.5 km Swim,
40 km Cycling & 10 km Run ) followed by my second
Olympic Triathlon and maiden Half Iron Triathlon (1.9 km
Swim, 90 km Cycling & 21.1 km Run ). Inspired by my
Triathlon Activities, my grandson Vaibhav, also did Enticer
Triathlon when he was 8 years old. During my first Iron man
Triathlon Event I had a fall from my cycle at 25km & injured
my knees, elbows and shoulders. I continued further till
70kM and then quit since I felt it treacherous to do 110
km of cycling followed by 42.2 km Run. This failure in my
attempt was a setback for parallel events such as Triathlon
& BRM and made me concentrate one event at a time.
Then I decided to do only triathlon and I also attended
strengthening & yoga sessions.
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Journey Towards Super Randonneur at the age
of 69:
When my daughter Subathra Jeyaram started doing long
distance cycling BRMs ( Brevets De Randonneur Mondiaux)
, I was urged to start BRM. But completed my maiden 200 km
BRM with an injury when I fell at Navalur Toll Gate Crossing
at 180 km and injured my chin and continued my journey
further to complete the last 20km. I had multiple falls and
injuries during cycling. Despite these treacherous journeys,
I continued my BRM towards SR ( Super Randonneur). I was
unable complete my first 400kM BRM due to lack of Night
Ride practice. Hence I quit at 276 km even though I had
sufficient time of 9 Hrs. 30 Min. to cover rest of the 135km.
To attain Super Randonneur one has to Complete 200
km, 300 km, 400kM & 600 km BRMs in a calendar year

from November to October. I completed these 4 BRMs as
follows & achieved my maiden SR.
200 km BRM on 09-11-2016.
400 km BRM on 28-01-2017
300 km BRM on 11-02-2017
600 km BRM 0n 24-02-2017.
I intend to attempt 1000 km BRM so as to equalize the
undeclared Race with my daughter Subathra Jeyaram who
has already done her Cochin 1000kM BRM. My Future goal
is to take part in 1200 km PBP BRM Paris in the Year 2019.

If you can dream it, you can do it!
Key: For more free tools visit http://edtools.mankindforward.com
Down
Across
run
plank
sole
physiotherapy heel
trail
tshirt
fit
endurance
bike
stretch injury
water
breathe
weights
sprain
diet
tower
pace
obese
protein miles
mat
gallop
exercise
lunge
gps

I successfully completed Full Iron Triathlon ( 3.9 km Swim,
180 km Cycling & 42.2 km Run) in 20 Hrs. 7 Min. I am
gearing up myself for an International Iron Man Event
which is a17 hour timed event.

Cycling is the
new GOLF
My Journey with Saddles - Put The
Fun Between Your Legs !
What started as a face book search for a fitness community in my
neighbourhood, has turned me into a Road Beast. The time was apt when I got
to know of Tower Twisters. I started with cross training of running and Cycling
once a week. The saddles somehow attracted me more than running, as I was able
to sustain a long distance and reach better speeds with ease compared to running.
Every Friday we rode up to Marina for a 25 km casual ride.
Randonneuring was a term that was Latin and Greek to me. Well, Long distance cycling is what it means in a
layman’s language. My curiosity , along with extravagant bicycles on the roads and facebook posts of other
Randonneurs, motivated me and I got hooked onto it. My journey on saddles started ,where I did 200km, 300km
and 400 km rides. Eventually, this Randonneur became a Super Randonneur by completing a massive 600 km
ride from Chennai to Trichy and back..Then, I successfully completed a 1000 km ride to Vijayawada and back to
Chennai and clocked it in 66 hours, 9 hours before the close time.
With tremendous support from the vibrant Tower Twisters family, who were my pillars of strength during every
event, generously welcomed me at the starting point and received at the finish line.
Trust me NOTHING IS IMPOSSIBLE…DON’T LIMIT YOUR CHALLENGES, CHALLENGE YOUR LIMITS
Fitness is a way of life…I Chose the saddles to become fit.. I think you should go for it…

- Jagan

My bike took me to the hills!
Sometime in June 2014, I was informed by my brother Piyush that a bunch of
road hackers run multiple times in a week at Anna nagar and I should consider
joining them since it would benefit me. I decided to join TOWER TWISTERS
which got me into a regular rhythm of running and fitness. There were some
twists that turned me towards cycling and it became my passion. Although
my first 42 km cycling ended with trembling legs and full day rest post cycling,
eventually it got eased out with regular practice. The cyclotron of Super Randoneers
last year was a moment to be cherished. A distance that seemed a challenge now has
become an achievable target .
I had an enticing experience cycling at holiday destinations like “Nilgiri Hills in 2015 and ‘ Manali – Leh ride’ in
2016. Though both rides were exigent, the routes were extremely serene. The mountains look awesome when you
view them from bicycle. Professional guidance from experts has filled my journey with strength, confidence and
passion to move forward.

- Prabin
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I rediscovered riding afer 18 years!
26 months, 18,294 Kms, 55,000 + Mtrs. of total elevation gain, 855 hours of
ride, 282 ride days. It’s been a memorable journey from the day I first rode my
Bianchi Spillo hybrid cycle way back about 5 years back. Of course most of us
have ridden bi-cycles in childhood, but I was surprised at how addicted I got to
cycling after taking this up after a gap of about 18 years. It took a couple of years &
certain focussed guidance by my mentor to help me realise my deep passion for cycling.
Nothing can be compared to the simple pleasure of riding a bicycle & I love exploring places on a cycle...it feels
way more exciting than in a car. Cycling is not just a form of sweating, it is a passion that leads to amazing
Adventures. In 2015, it was ‘Manali to Leh ride’ & In 2016, it was the ‘Tour of Nilgiris’ and this year yet another
adventure awaits us. Mountain biking is so different from the regular biking & it is so very addictive.
There is always something or the other in every ride that makes it memorable. Sometimes it’s getting those perfect
graphs in your data during training and sometimes it’s getting lost in the nature around you & sometimes the food
destinations which drives our cycling distances but mostly every time it’s about being in the moment. On the
whole, I have created some wonderful and precious memories with my brother & all my cycling buddies.
We are not always able to express this but it is true that to achieve one’s dreams & goals, we need to surround
ourself with people who value our achievements & the hard work that has gone behind. I am thankful to Tower
Twisters for the encouragement, support and motivation which has played a very important role in helping me
achieve these milestones.

- Piyush

Do More.. Start Running!
Many years of inactivity made my lower back weak that was the tipping point
for me to seriously consider getting fit. My preparation began by hitting the
Treadmill and despite my variations in workouts I encountered difficulties. And then
I discovered Tower Twisters group on FB and joined the enthusiastic group in July,
2015.
I had been well introduced to running and later got to know the benefits of cross training
from expert cyclists in TT, I decided to hit the pedals. As I discovered the magic of pedals, it made me cycle more
than 4500 KMs in 2016! Running indeed was a great energy booster but still riding was even more comfortable,
I covered a 160 KM ride within 45 days after I started cycling. Thanks to the awesome riders in the group who
accompanied me!. Cycling has helped me in building my endurance. I upgraded to a roadie a few months back
and recently completed the 600 KM brevet. To me now, cycling and running go hand in hand. But the back bone
is strength training for runs/rides and I try to be regular, even if I miss many scheduled runs/rides. It is a great
medicine for recovery after big runs.
Ultimately, morning workout time is my time. It keeps me calm and composed.
- Sharath
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Our Weekly Schedule
DAY

SESSION

LOCATION & TIME

Sunday

Fitness therapy for body and mind

Tower park Amphitheatre5.30am

Monday

Rest day

---------

Tuesday

Tempo run-To become a Strong
runner, Fast runner and Power
runner.

Bougainvillea park- 5.00am

Wednesday

Fitness booster- Strength session

Tower park Amphitheatre5.00am

Thursday

Interval run or Hill run- For high
intensity training.

Bougainvillea park or Padi
flyover- 5.00am

Friday

Cycling / Strength session- To
improve leg muscle power and
fitness.

Cycling- Bougainvillea park –
5.00am
Strength- Tower park
aphitheatre 5.00am

Saturday

Long slow distance running (LSD)For speed and endurance.

Tower park East gate
entrance, opposite to
Connexions- 4.45am

Contact:
Raghu:
9566228207
Roop:
9840072419
Gokul:
8939159772
www.towertwisters.com
/@towertwisters
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Prathyasha
The motto of Chennai Foundation (CF), an NGO, is to
empower the younger generation of Tamil Nadu with
higher education, which will provide a platform for
poor to move up in the society pyramid. The primary
focus of CF is to identify underprivileged students
with Academic Excellence, who cannot pursue higher
studies, and provide them scholarships to realize their
College Dreams. Basically, the trust works in all districts
of Tamil Nadu and does not restrict themselves to a
specific caste or religion or city. The main criteria for
identifying students is their financial obligations. For
the past 3 years, we have helped 368 students to join
colleges. The details are given below.
2014-15: 105 students (58 General and 47 Visually
Challenged)
2015-16: 133 Students (10 MBBS, 48 Visually
Challenged and 75 Arts and Science College students)

The Prathyasha project is committed to the care of HIV
affected children. These innocent victims of fate, due
to no fault of theirs, are living out a death sentence
that could be executed any time. The Prathyasha Trust
refuses to accept that AIDS is an end. We are committed to small things with great love. Hence the name
“Prathyasha” meaning Hope.
Presently we have 24 children between 6 to 16 years in
a 5000 square feet Home in Avadi which is staffed with
a caretaker, cook, nurse, driver, sweeper and watchman, supervised by a Project Coordinator. The Home is
equipped with a dormitory, dining hall, recreation room,
play area, and a minivan.
Our effort is to make the lives of at least a few such
children worthwhile.
The latest addition is a 600 Sq Ft Vocational Training
Centre where the children are to be taught Life Skills
before they leave the Home when they reach 18 years.
If you feel that you can join us in making the lives of
these children meaningful, you can choose to host their
meals or you can contribute on your birthdays and
wedding anniversary celebrations.

2016-17: 130 Students (6 MBBS, 50 Visually
Challenged and 74 Arts and Science College Students)
CF wants to select 100 students for the year 2017-18.
If you come across any poor student who has scored
more than 75% (>900 marks) in Higher Secondary
Exams and are not able to continue their higher studies
because of financial obligations, then please ask them
to send their bio-data with the details of marks to the
following address:
No. 2, First Cross Street, Semmempet, Kellys,
Chennai 600010.
CF will contact the students after Higher Secondary
Examination results and please note the following
details:
1) Only students who wish to join Arts and Science
colleges should apply.
2) CF team will check the eligibility of the students in
person and the decision of the higher committee
of CF with regard to providing assistance to the
students is final.

Donations eligible for exemption u/s 80G of I.T. Act

3) For more details, please contact:
9841163378/9841902333.
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Our well wishers from 2014...
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